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This production is somewhat rei

the Vinken and Bruyn Handboo
Neurology and aims to provide
hensive and current coverage
perimental and clinical aspects c
chology". The first volume, whic
basis for this review, starts
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[Is, etc. The introductory chapters on history, method-
ver Doppler ology, cerebral dominance, neuropsycho-
vith a useful logical assessment etc; goes on to deal with
ween duplex attentional disorders, including confusional
not on the states, orientation and hemispatial neglect;
these. They and concludes with the first ten chapters of
iide with the the section on aphasia and related disorders.
pler almost Apart from completing the section on
ual with far aphasia, subsequent volumes will contain
quires. The sections on disorders of visual behaviour,
ithusiasts of amnesia, emotional behaviour, the split
least partly brain and hemispherectomy, and issues
w velocity" surrounding ageing and dementia.
velocity" by Undoubtedly, the whole series is a major
s. undertaking. As far as can be judged from
and CT one the contents of the first volume, together
that CT by with the outline in the preface, the coverage
stroke. The across the series as whole is not quite as
acunar and comprehensive as is claimed. There is a bias
;sed but is it to the theoretical and experimental aspects
ctice to use rather than the practical and clinical. Thus
pratentorial the whole of neuropsychological assessment
than CT? is reduced to two chapters and it appears that

nest reason there is no systematic discussion of the
aemorrhage management of neuropsychological impair-
r fibrillating ments despite the burgeoning literature on
ugh CT is this topic. The anatomical approach to
T is covered neuropsychology based around the impair-
ition of the ments associated with lesions in different
'AO scarely parts of the brain (eg the effects of frontal
les a useful lobe damage) is not specifically covered. The
in cerebral editors might claim that much the same
with a short material comes up in the sections on
iring endar- amnesia, aphasia, etc., but this would not be
if a role is a wholly convincing response. These quib-

bles apart, the series does look as if it will
ely reviewed cover a very extensive chunk of neuropsy-
ced between chology.
cult to see at The individual contributions to the first
detailed for volume are mainly of a standard appropriate
o have an to a work that obviously sets out to become a
11 be familiar definitive reference. The chapter by Bisiach
erial. It may and Vallar on hemineglect stands out par-
the library ticularly as well worth reading. There are

some problems however. Aphasia is undoub-
J V BOWLER tedly a major topic that is difficult for any

single author or small group of authors to
cover authoritatively in all its aspects. Split-
ting the field into so many different chapters
written by a multiplicity of experts may help
to enhance the depth of the analysis of each

Tol. 1. Series small aspect. The disadvantage is that it
an. (Pp 441; makes the overall treatment of the topic
sevier, 1989. appear rather fragmentary. Possibly this will

be minimised in practice since many of those
miniscent of consulting the volume will do so to look up
k of Clinical particular issues, such as naming or agra-
a "compre- phia, and will not attempt to read the whole
of both ex- in sequence. Inevitably there are also some
)f neuropsy- minor problems or omissions within indivi-
ch forms the dual chapters. For example, the chapters on
with some methodology do not give single case ex-

perimentation anything like the prominence
that might follow from the frequency with
which it is encountered in the literature.
Taken as a whole, the first volume suggests

that the Handbook of Neuropsychology will
turn out to be a very useful series which is
likely to be a welcome addition to many
libraries. Although stronger on the more
theoretical and experimental aspects than
material of direct practical application, the
latter is by no means totally neglected. The
series as a whole certainly seems set to bring
together a wealth of material from the
rapidly expanding field of neuropsychology
in a generally competent and authoritative
manner. The first instalment will certainly
not languish unconsulted on this reviewer's
bookshelves.

E MILLER

Child Neurology & Developmental Dis-
abilities. By Joseph H French, et al. (Pp 287;
£52.00.) Publisher: Paul H Brookes, Quest-
Meridien Ltd, 1989.

The preface to the book states that the topics
were chosen from papers delivered at the 4th
International Child Neurology Congress
and the Satellite Symposium of Child
Neurology & Developmental Paediatrics
that was held in Jerusalem in 1986. Authors
of papers selected were given an opportunity
to update their contributions. There are 34
chapters and 84 authors.

Chapters 1 to 12 cover recent develop-
ments in aetiology, diagnostic categorisation
and pathogenesis of some nervous system
disorders in childhood. The first paper is an
introduction to the biochemical and newer
techniques of molecular genetics. The Dutch
group give a good review of the spectrum of
paroxismal disorders and suggest a compre-
hensive list of biochemical tests for the
screening and diagnosis of these disorders.
The discussion on the pathogenesis of virus-
induced nervous system injuries including
both acute infections and viral persistence in
the CNS, is fairly comprehensive.
The effects of seizures on the developing

brain is brief but adequate and concludes
with prognostic features to indicate long-
term outcome. Opiate peptides and their
relationship to seizures is covered in detail
with the conclusion that ACTH, a peptide
derived from the same precursor molecule as
B-endorphin, is the only demonstrably
effective anticonvulsant in certain childhood
seizure states.
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Minds. Editor: J Meuller. (Pp 290; £101.90.)
Basel: S. Karger AG, 1989.

The student ofpsychiatry today has to steer a
careful course between the equally perilous
rocks of brainless and mindless psychiatry.
In the United Kingdom a more phenomen-
ologically based psychiatry has always kept a
foothold in neurology and allied sciences,
whilst fashion and historical accident have
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strong psy- aim. The authors, both experienced

,atlantic psy- neuropathologists, have set out to provide a
Fears, when a practical manual (the subtitle of the book)
ecessary as a for trainee neuropathologists and general
in the neuro- pathologists with an interest in the subject.
rparts had to In doing so they have produced a book which
they met with will appeal to a much wider readership and
This book no doubt will also find its way to the

, as a correc- bookshelves of neuropathologists who have
theme is the long completed their training and of clinical

-tructural and and basic neuroscientists who treat and
ant in deter- investigate diseases of the nervous system.
ir, mood and Whilst the book's approach is practical
logy, neuro- and the text predominantly descriptive, the
are some of authors also discuss theoretical considera-

build this new tions and basic pathological mechanisms.
This approach results in an immensely

Sal account of readable text which conveys both the com-
en neurology plexity and attraction of neuropathology.
ican book. Its The text is not comprehensive, but covers
e coverage of most disease entities in a concise, illuminat-
a mixture of ing and systematic fashion. The first four
;ample AIDS, chapters on necropsy, cut-up, histology and
here research biopsies are entirely practical and give many
ieir potential useful hints to the examination of the
for their past nervous system. One of the best examples of
,he anatomic such practical notes is to be found at the
Lbserving lan- conclusion of the chapter on histology. The
is impressive, authors not only list non-specific changes
nd this results and artefacts, but also give practical advice
s getting oc- on the use of the microscope and warn of the
approach to pitfalls of the much abused term "slight cell

ie, like Nauta loss". The first two chapters could also serve
n), Mazziotta as an atlas to neuro-anatomy and a very
s), Starkstein good one at that. Whilst the emphasis is on
DS), provide more common conditions, rare neurodegen-
views, while erative, metabolic, nutritional and malfor-
recount their mative disorders are also reviewed.
ir theories. In The style is most appealing: clear, instruc-
itributions of tive, but not patronising. The authors often
te syndrome, ask questions which they do not always
Kiernan on answer themselves. As indeed so many ofthe
and Stuss on afflictions of the nervous system are of

unknown aetiology or pathogenesis, they
easy to read induce the readers to think about these
transcultural problems. The text is complemented by
a glimpse of abundant illustrations of consistently high
behavioural standard.

ry will share I can recommend this book most warmly
iore extensive and without hesitation. The authors have
d to fill in the clearly fulfilled their original aim of produc-

ing an excellent practical manual. But more
MARIA A RON importantly, they have also succeeded in

presenting neuropathology which has
become a fast developing, fascinating and
challenging area of neuroscience.

tv MM Fein PL LANTOSJXlunuuneb4;lUruputWVgy. Dy lYllVl r'ir
and DR Oppenheimer. (Pp 403; £59.50.)
Oxford: Blackwell Scientific, 1989.

This is an excellent book. Its success lies in
clear definition and perfect execution of its
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